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METHODS

VZ

■ The purpose of this project was to design, prototype, and test a 
holder to house a gross pathology brain for post-mortem MRI 
of pediatric brain specimens. 

■ This project is part of a larger project correlating post-mortem 
ex vivo MRI imaging findings with pathology of pediatric non-
accidental trauma victims. 

■ In order to correlate neuroimaging and neuropathology data, 
we designed a novel brain holder for ex-vivo MR imaging.

■ The holder was designed to be MRI-compatible and to facilitate 
reproducible positioning of the pediatric brain specimen in a 7T 
preclinical scanner.

■ A literature search revealed ex-vivo imaging methods have 
been developed for clinical scanners at 3-Tesla1,2, but no 
reported prototypes for ex-vivo 3D-printed pediatric brain 
holders at higher magnet strength. 

■ Therefore, our holder was designed de-novo to fit on a Bruker 
guinea pig bed and within a 15-cm volume coil (Figure 1). 
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11080). The authors are grateful to RuthAnne Bump for support with 3D-
printing and Chandra Gerrard for many many helpful suggestions during the
design process. We would also like to thank Kevin Townsend of Materialise for
providing software expertise and assistance with the design, as well as Yirong
Yang of UNM BBHI for his help with acquiring the ex-vivo MRI data.

Prototype 2

■ New features: hollow cylinder

■ Problems: field of view too large for scanner with larger 
brain specimens; floating brain within fomblin made 
rendered brain cut out useless; Floating brain limited 
quality of images when brain partly out of Fomblin

Prototype 1

■ New features: solid piece with cut out for each brain using 
3D rendering of brain specimen from post-mortem in vivo 
CT scan 

■ Problems: weight; stability of specimen; reprinting holder 
for each brain; changes in specimen volume with 
preservation of the specimen

Prototype 3

■ New features: smaller overall (brain would be sectioned), 
rendered brain cut out removed; bag removed, and container 
directly filled with fomblin; lid added, with modelled rods to 
keep brain submerged

■ Problems: container leaked fomblin; lid rods long and narrow, 
difficult to print (lots of errors); rods did not provide sufficient 
rotational stability of the brain specimen

Prototype 4
■ New Features: added tracks to the base with moveable 

stanchions to provide stability of the brain from below as well 
as from the lid; coated base in Coat-It GOOP, a graphite-
based epoxy; lid design changed, with two angled wedges to 
provide stability

■ Problems: low friction within the Fomblin limited usefulness of 
stanchions; two lid wedges not sufficient for stability

Prototype 5 (Final)

■ New features: tracks/stanchions removed; wedges removed 
from lid; angled fenestrated plate attached to lid (left), 
allowed brain to float to stable position while keeping entire 
specimen submerged (right)

■ Prototypes were designed using Mimics Research software version 21.0 (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) and 
saved as stereolithography (STL) files.

■ Designs were printed in polylactide (PLA) with a Replicator Z18 fused deposition modelling (FDM) 3D printer 
(MakerBot, New York City, NY) (Figure 2). 

■ Post-mortem imaging was performed using sheep and human brain specimens submerged in fomblin. 

■ T2, susceptibility, and diffusion-weighted imaging sequences were acquired on a BioSpec 70/30 USR 
(Bruker, Billerica, MA) 7-Tesla pre-clinical magnet (Figure 3).

■ MRI Acquisition Parameters:

■ T2-weighted image had a matrix size of 220x170, field of view of 110 mm x 85 mm, slice thickness of 0.5 mm, 
with isotropic 0.5 mm voxels, TE/TR = 33/23525 ms, an echo-train length of 8, echo-spacing 11ms, and scan 
time 17 mins. 

■ SWI scans were acquired using FLASH based T2* phase-enhanced sequence with the same geometry as T2, 
TE/TR = 14/7880 ms, and scan time 23 mins.  

■ DTI scans were acquired using a four-shot EPI sequence with the same geometry as T2, TE/TR = 46/40000, 2 
averages and scan time was 4 h 14 min. The diffusion preparation consisted of 30 diffusion directions with b = 
2,000, 1000, 500 and five b = 0 images, with d/delta = 4/18 ms.

Figure 2. MakerBot Z18 FDM Printer in the
UNM Radiology Image Processing Laboratory.

Figure 1. Bruker guinea pig bed (left) and bed
inserted into 15-cm volume coil (right).

Figure 3. Bruker BioSpec 7T MRI scanner in the
UNM BBHI Preclinical Imaging Core.

■ 3D printing allows for inexpensive rapid prototyping, where 
designs can be refined quickly with relatively short printing times 
(usually can be completed overnight). 

■ Additionally, given the non-metallic nature of the 3D printing plastic, it 
also makes a great material for the final product.

■ The University of New Mexico Brain and Behavioral Health 
Institute (BBHI) houses a preclinical scanner with higher magnet 
strength than the 3T scanners used for clinical applications. 

■ Acquisition of images in higher magnet strength requires more time, 
and is therefore more sensitive to patient movement. This limitation is 
not present in post-mortem imaging.

■ Our successful design and testing resulted in a brain holder that 
was MRI safe, and allows for increased stability of the brain 
specimen, easier repeatability, and overall better aesthetic of 
scanning brain specimens. 

■ Future work will focus on optimization of advanced acquisition 
methods, including diffusion and Gadolinium-enhanced imaging.

3D-printed Brain Holder Prototypes

Preliminary Imaging Results

Figure 4. Sagittal, coronal and transverse slices of a representative brain section. T2_TurboRARE
(top) and SWI_FLASH (bottom) acquisitions are shown.


